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PLANG ↑ARTITIONS:
nee

Whatis a plane partition?
- Atwo dimensional array of
non-negeline integers
-

represented as is thatis

monotonically decreasing in bow;
andJ.

-> Ai,5 Ai+, & A:5 = i,571
-Also, only finitely many i,j

=0

Example: 4 ↳ 32 I

43 I I

3 2 I

I

Representation of plane paritions in
3 - D:

-2: 32 a

I

of a plane partition

This is an exempleEofG.

L

I



Intuition to use, ifneeded:

①- Take for example, a
Fences diagram. When
we studied SSYT,
thesewere ways of filling
the diagrams with entries

s.t. itis weakly increasing
accross me rows, a strictly
increasing down columns.

-Reversed SS4T, was weekly
deaces

ing
->rows a snictlyde creating ↓columns.

-Plane partitious are anome

way to fill in SSYT w/

weekly decreasing rows a commns



From Mis representation, we can

also see that plane sensitions
I

can be representedas a setof
finitepoints I sitif (r, s, t)
24 and (i, TcK) satisfies
1 2 i =r 11 =jIs,12k =t,
then (i,jxk) e P.

- We define me sum of a
plane partition as R = E,Ais
thesum, therefore, quite obviously
is equal to me number ofcubes
in me 3. D representation.

- we denote thenumber of
place partitions withsum n as

PL(n)
.

Ex PL(3) =6

3 21 ... i'



Generating function of place
partitions:
the geneeling function forme
#ofplane partitions ofsum
n is given by:

E

rPr(n)r =rei
=1+x +3x2 +6x3 +13x4...

can be viewed as me 2.D

analog to theformula for
integer pervitious of :

E
n =
0P(n)mr =re
anything,because only differs slightly.

B (r,s,z) :

From me 3-Dpicture, we can
see met, if we drew a

cuboid around it, ofsize
(3,2,2) we'd be able to

contain me entire place palition
within it.



a

·
... (r,s,t =[(i),k)/1ir, I

115Is,
1 =k[ t3

morem 1.3 " The geneuring-- (i,k,5)
function for plane partitions
that are subsets of (r,s,7)
is ginen by
r I

i +k +5 -1

Finkel



befunctions:
schue functions give us a lot

of tools to constuctgeneally
functions for plane partitions. We
Kron scheme functions an be

used for generary functions of
SSYT. we will see now may
on he used for peace politions.

E SS YT (5, 3,3, 2, 1,1)
will n

=6.

11 33 L 2, Uh, My My 24
23 4 22x3x4
->3 55 - 134525

- O x4x6
5

x5

O x6

fach of mere variables can be used to

representstacks of rubes of diff lots.
let"presentsinofinter

Note how v, cores pants to9,bL
of me factmet SSYT increase shictly
down a column and increase

weeklyaccross a roo



This tells us met

S
15.3,3,2,11) (94,95,...g) is me

genewing function forcolumn
shict plane partitions with all

stack heights was men or

equal ros & now lenghs
given by me parts of X: 5,3,3,
2, 1, 1

Forone proofof me generally
function above, we will nomere

use a different def" of sche

polynomials.
Nomely,

S(x,2. ... ,Xr) (Was dns ...,r) =

"I- --

- adi) ↳ Vandermonte

Tizizjan(ni-ni)
formula.

Example n=3.x =(2,1,1)-



S2,(x,y,z)
x
"

I
↳
Z

I=
=xyz +xy2z +xyzz

Now, back to the proof ofme

generating function.
X =S

v
is me partition with

~copies ofs, i.e, vs. [tr-1

:freeing S, atn, =g*4 =3,

... Yer =9,we get met so is me

generally function for column
strict plane partitions will
Inrows, each of lengh 's' and
make height tr

Now, in order to getme partition
to 'fit' inside me box, we
remove one cube from each
slack in low r, two from



each in rowr-1,..., and r

from each inrow v...

thelargestsleck, which by
necessity mustbe somewhere

inme firstrow, has been

reduced to mere it oft
this is also a bijection, we can
start from any partition winin
the box, and follow the revere

to geta place palition outside.

:Theplace persition genery
function we seek is given by
-rs(r+)/2sy(q4tr,g*t-',...,q)*9

where 1 = (S,5,5, . . . ,0,0,0).

... i =SS, if i r0, ifv <i=tr

Now, focusing on the Schu
function partof on gen. fr.
S(gter,gtfrr,...,2) = *

-

where



x=det ( (q4tr-5Hjztr-i+xi)
x =π12injz(gt+r-i+1gtt

r -5+)

Lets focus on X:

For each, we can take outa

common factor ofgetr-i+x;from
the in row.

:.X =g(r
+(+)(t +r-1)/2

aut(q(ttr-5)(ttr
- itg
en

~Vandermonde
sr+(77)(t+r-1)/2 (ttr- itb;x =9 49 - g(

+1 -5 +x)
12i<j2zt r

Now on yi

we take a factor of 9 out of
each of me (Atr) (++r-1)/2 iums
in Y.

...y =q(t+r)(t +r
-1)/2π(attr- =qttr-5)
12i2j2tr

putting his into X we get



g-SrCr-x/2 at-eit121<52Ar 9

when &5 It, we getmet
the teem inside me productis

q-qttr-5ts =9S
gttr-i - gttr-j

by taking acommon from me
memerator. This is due to me

deg" of Xi.
these are rCr-1)/2 pairs of
(is) s.t me productbecomes q
:This eliminateme term infront
of me product.
wheni25 Jr, the queality inside
theproductis I, as Xi=0.

:. Theonly tens left are
when 1 2i = v & rH1j2tr
- me he leftwine

Err - its*Fr Eit9
i =1J=2H 9



each term up & downmetiplying,-t-r, we getby 9

# !=1 FrH
Now replacy;by KA & i by
r +1 - i to getthe form we
wont.

# iti
i=1k=1

n.e it j+K
- 1

-
i +5+k

- 2

1 - q

In his, a k are fined in each
product inside me innermostit.

... #1,tk=1

5=11 - qi+j7k
-2

-
Iait* I-gitk-

Fait



↑

+kts - 1

...↑1KAS -2
This so duct telescopes,I
leaving us him only

-Iti
1 - 9

:theequalityholds.
Now, finally, to getme

-

genelling function
↑

for all
her lilionsplane I ↑

Epr(n)q"= Isia")"n=0

we letit 5t-2 =1...
it jtk=2+2 ...thenumber

of non-negative into 201"'s 18

his fora fired his given by
stars and bars them 1(I)
=()



Similarly , i + jtK - 1 =(+1 and as
r,5,t -> is

and we gat (i)
El

thisques=(es
which simplifies to

E

-(i)
Now, simplifyingme binomial

coefficients i

(2) = !2!((-1).

(2)=1
2: (2-2)!

...an:
!"?



- +1)
z(L- 1)!

!
· simplifies to:

B
-

Vandermonde Matrices:

V=
I No so ... s
I ve, ↳,2.... se,

S

! i
iI:

m wi

7

un
n I-

theyare square.

det(V) =i (xj - xi)
0i <5 =n

proof: By the Kibnizformula,-

we are hold that me determinent

of V is a polynomial in xi,



with integer coefficients, and all of
-

the lens ofhis polynomial
have total degree n (n+1).

-

2

For any team of U in which is

if we substitute usfor 25c
He set (v) becomes O as teen

we have two identical rows

: (x,-xi) mustbe a divisor

of the polynomial def(V).

And by one unique factorisation prop
of multivariate poymonials, the

productof all (25-xi) divides det (V).

... bet(v) =(π (n
,
- xi), where

i=i2jzn

& is a polynomial. However,
Since det (V) has power n(n+)-

2

and so does me productit (nj-hi),
& is consent.

And since the productof the

diagonal entries of V is , 2?...Un,
which is also me monomial

·bleined by taking thefirstterm of
all of me factors in TocisIn(2,-niy,



the custenta mustbe 1.

ferceproved.



schule fertion as quotientof
diteeminents:

use exe from page 124.

Have Vandermonde formula
as a separateprop,
prove from wikipedia - polynomic
prop


